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6 DAYS/5 NIGHTS - Lombardia and Veneto
1 DAY: MILAN-LAKE COMO
Arrival at Malpensa airport in Milan. Private
car transfer to Lake Como. Accommodation at
hotel. Enjoy the romantic atmosphere of the
Lake Como. Overnight at hotel.
2 DAY: LAKE COMO
Breakfast at hotel. Day is free to explore the
enchanting Lake Como. We suggest you to
visit Como historical centre with its Cathedral,
Broletto, San Fedele square and Church,
Medieval Walls & Towers or take a Mini Cruise
in first basin of Lake. You can see the most
famous Villas on the Lake: Villa Olmo, Villa
Erba, Villa d’Este etc. Overnight at the hotel.

4 DAY: VENICE
After breakfast, morning at disposal for
personal visits. We suggest a walking
tour of this unique city through the most
characteristic and important places for the
history of Venice: St. Marco Square, Ducal
Palace (outside), Rialto bridge. In the afternoon
private excursion to discover the Murano
island, to watch the antique art of making
glasses. Then proceeds to the characteristic
Island of Burano renowned for lace making
and Torcello with its old Cathedral and its
atmosphere of remote Venetian past. Return
to St Marco’s Square. The rest of the day is free
and at leisure. Overnight at the hotel.

3 DAY: COMO – VENICE
After breakfast, private car transfer to Venice,
Piazzale Roma. Meet your assistance for a
private transfer by water taxi to the hotel
(porterage included). Accommodation in your
room. Afternoon dedicated to the visit of the
city from the water. On board of a Gondola,
you will floating along the canals of Venice.
Overnight at the hotel.

5 DAY: VENICE - MILAN
After breakfast, private transfer by water
taxi to Piazzale Roma and transfer by car to
the Italian Fashion Capital: Milan. This city is
all about worldly pleasures. Shopping is of
religious significance. Theatre and cinema
flourish in this fashionable city. Apart from
a few gems, the city is not renowned for its
looks; it’s lifestyle that counts. Check in to the

Hotel the day is free to splurge on Shopping.
Overnight at the hotel.
6 DAY - MILAN
Breakfast in the Hotel. Check out and transfer
to the Airport

“L’#$% сt ( дuξè/ 01т3s où 78ue :u;e сt ( f=>”
[Albert Camus, french writer]
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HIGHLIGHTS DAY BY DAY
DAY

Accommodation

1° - 3°

Grand Hotel Como, 4 stars or Castadiva Resort, 5 stars in Como or similar

3° - 5°

Palazzo Giovanelli, 4 stars or Hotel Ca Sagredo, 5 stars in Venice or similar

5° - 6°

Hotel Sheraton Four Points, 4 stars or Boscolo Exedra 5 stars in Milan or similar

1° - 6°

Accommodation in standard room in bed & brakfast

DAY

Services/Excursions/Experiences/Meals as follow

1° COMO

Private transfer from Milan Malpensa airport to Hotel in Como lake

3° VENICE

Private transfer by car from Como to Venice
Vip private watertaxi transfer from Venice pl.Roma to Hotel
Private excursion by Gondola to disconver Venice from the water

4° VENICE

Private excursion to Murano, Burano,Torcello including guide and boat

5° MILAN

Private transfer by watertaxi from Hotel to Pl. Roma
Private car transfer from Pl.Roma to Milan

6° MILAN

Private car transfer from Hotel in Milan to Malpensa airport
lake como
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